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Abstract: In this paper, an adaptive path construction approach for Mobile Sink (MS) in wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) for data gathering has been proposed. The path is constructed based on
selecting Rendezvous Points (RPs) in the sensing field where the MS stops in order to collect the data.
Compared with the most existing RP-based schemes, which rely on fixed RPs to construct the path
where these points will stay fixed during the whole network lifetime, we propose an adaptive path
construction where the locations of the RPs are dynamically updated using a Fuzzy Inference System
(FIS). The proposed FIS, which is named Fuzzy_RPs, has three inputs and one output. The inputs are:
the remaining energy of the sensor nodes, the transmission distance between the RPs and the sensor
nodes, and the number of surrounding neighbors of each node. The output of FIS is a weight value
for each sensor node generated based on the previous three parameters and, thus, each RP is updated
to its new location accordingly. Simulation results have shown that the proposed approach extends
the network lifetime compared with another existing approach that uses fixed RPs. For example, in
terms of using the first dead node as a metric for the network lifetime, when the number of deployed
sensor nodes changes from 150 to 300, an improvement that ranges from 48.3% to 83.76% has been
achieved compared with another related approach that uses fixed RPs.

Keywords: WSN; mobile sinks; rendezvous points; fuzzy inference system; IoT; network lifetime

1. Introduction

With the continuous advances in information technology accompanied by the intro-
duction of Internet of Things (IoT) applications, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which
are the core of the IoT-based systems, are now a main player in our daily lives [1]. In
WSNs, the data that is generated by the sensor nodes is usually collected by a central node
called the sink or the base station (BS). Traditional WSNs with a fixed BS pose a primary
limitation, which is called an energy hole problem, and which results as a consequence of
depleting the energy of the nodes close to the sink rapidly because of the overwhelming
traffic transmitted by other sensor nodes far from the sink. This could result in affecting
the WSN efficiency, such as partitioning the network into unconnected areas. Indeed,
partitioning the network is considered a crucial issue, especially in large-scale networks.

Recently, the widespread use of mobile robots has opened the door to leverage mobile
sinks in WSNs for performing many tasks, such as employing them as data collectors in
WSNs [2]. In fact, using mobile sinks (MS) can significantly increase the balance between
the nodes and thus extend the network lifetime. Furthermore, it can increase the coverage
of the network by reaching isolated uncovered areas. However, in any mobile sink-based
approach, the balance between power consumption and the delay of data collection is still
a real challenge and an active research area [3]. Different schemes of moving sinks have
been proposed by the research community. These schemes can be divided into three cate-
gories: random, controlled, and predefined movement strategies [4]. In random movement
methods, the MS follows a random path in its movement to collect the data. The main
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limitation of using random movement methods is the buffer overflow problem. Moreover,
uncontrolled movements extend the overhead for each node until finding the location of
the new position of the mobile sink and, thus, increase the ratio of dropped packets. In
controlled schemes, the speed and direction of the next MS destination are determined
according to the network situation. For example, the areas where the sensor nodes have
urgent information will be given priority over the other locations. In a predefined move-
ment, the MS moves according to a known fixed or dynamic path, which is generated
dynamically as a function of network parameters such as the energy of the sensor nodes and
their locations. To reduce the energy consumption in predefined movement methods, MS
visits each location near sensor nodes and therefore yields more energy balance. However,
visiting each sensor node will pose delay limitations, such as a long path length as well as
increasing the delay of data delivery.

To address this issue, Rendezvous Points (RPs) schemes have been proposed [5,6]. In
RP-based schemes, specific locations are chosen in order to reduce data gathering delays
and balance energy consumption amongst nodes. The challenging task in such schemes
is how to select the suitable RPs that satisfy both the energy consumption and the delay
requirements. Indeed, RPs influence the path that an MS will follow to gather the data from
the sensor nodes. Typically, the path of the MS is established by applying the traveling
salesman problem (TSP) on the chosen RPs. Hence, the position and the number of RPs
play a major role in constructing a path, which balances energy consumption and delay
requirements. Figure 1 shows an example of a WSN where the RP-based model is used for
data collection by the MS. However, selecting fixed RPs during the whole network operation
results in an imbalance of energy consumption among the nodes that are associated with
the same RP and thus reduce the network lifetime. Therefore, updating the locations of
the RPs dynamically during the network operation will improve the performance of the
network efficiently. In this paper, an adaptive path construction approach is proposed,
where the locations of the RPs are dynamically updated using a Fuzzy Inference System
(FIS). Three inputs are used to determine the updated RPs’ locations. These inputs are: the
remaining energy of the sensor nodes, the transmission distance between the RPs and the
sensor nodes, and the number of surrounding neighbors of each node.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The related work is presented
in Section 2. The system model of the proposed approach is presented in Section 3. The
proposed approach is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we present and discuss the
simulation results, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Several studies on random or controlled-based schemes for MSs have been conducted in
WSNs ([7,8] are examples on random movement and [9,10] are examples of controlled-based
movements). However, in this section, we address RP-based solutions that present a tradeoff
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between the random and controlled-based schemes in terms of the buffer flow problem in
random movement schemes and the long delay problem in controlled-based schemes.

Park et al. [11] presented an approach in which the mobile sink moves along a fixed
path and stops at a number of locations for collecting the data. The number of stop
points over the path is selected using the Tabu search algorithm where the objective is
minimizing the number of hop count from the sensor nodes to the mobile sink. Two algo-
rithms called reduced k-means (RkM) and delay bound RkM (DBRkM) were proposed by
Kaswan et al. [12] for generating a set of RPs that will be visited by the MS. The MS will
then move over a fixed path that connects the selected RPs to gather the data from the
sensor nodes. Banimelhem et al. [13] proposed an algorithm to generate a fixed path for
the MS using principal component analysis (PCA), where the data can be gathered using
either direct or multi-hop data transmission modes. A rendezvous-based routing protocol
(RRP) was proposed by Sharma et al. [14] to address the need for energy efficiency and
lower end-to-end latency. In the RRP, a rendezvous region is created in the middle of the
network where the nodes, called backbone nodes, in this region form a tree, and where the
other nodes communicate with the rendezvous region. Gupta et al. [6] proposed a routing
method in WSN that depends on RPs and multiple MSs. At the beginning, the sensor nodes
are distributed into a set of clusters using mean shift clustering (MSC). A cluster head (CH)
for each cluster is then selected using the Bald Eagle Search (BES) algorithm. After that, the
authors used the hybrid seagull optimization and salp swarm (SOSS) algorithm in order to
find the RPs and the travelling route of each mobile sink in the network.

Vajdi et al. [15] proposed an approach that chooses a group of RPs outside the pre-
determined trajectory such that the defined path can accomplish the goals of minimizing
sensor node energy consumption and decreasing network average data delivery time.
Raj et al. [16] proposed an approach that builds a reliable and smart route for the mobile
sink utilizing game theory and improves ACO-based MS route selection and the Data
Gathering (GTAC-DG) algorithm. A set of rendezvous points (RPs) is selected to construct
the path for the MS using an ACO-based algorithm. The GTAC-DG algorithm is used to
create a path for the MS. Boyineni et al. [17] proposed an approach called the ant colony
optimization (ACO)-based mechanism (ACO-RMS) for selecting the RPs and scheduling
the mobile sink in the event-driven WSNs. The load of each sensor in the ACO-RMS
approach is initially identified using a spanning tree. Different factors, such as distance,
remaining energy, and total packets generated by the sensor nodes at a particular time, are
used for the RPs’ selection and path use. Donta et al. [18] proposed an extended ant colony
optimization (ACO)-based MS path construction for event-driven WSNs, where the ACO
algorithm selects the best set of RPs and the path that the MS will travel between these RPs.

Ghaleb et al. [19] proposed an approach where RPs are used to collect the data using
data compression techniques from nearby sources and then send the data to the mobile sink
when it travels over the path connecting these RPs. Furthermore, the authors proposed
an algorithm called a minimal constrained rendezvous point (MCRP), which ensures that
the collected data are relayed to the RPs taking into consideration three constraints: RPs’
locations, bounded relay hop, and number of nearby sources.

3. System Model

In this paper, we propose an adaptive data collection scheme for homogeneous WSNs,
where a set of sensor nodes S are deployed randomly in the sensing area. A single MS will
move in the network area to collect the sensed data. We assume that the MS moves at a
constant speed and it stops at RPs to collect the data. The stopping duration at each RP
is assumed to be fixed and enough to collect the data from all corresponding sensors. For
energy consumption, the energy model proposed in [20] is assumed. Using this model, the
energy consumed (ET) to transmit a kb-bit packet between two sensor nodes s1 at location
(x1, y1) and sensor node s2 at location at (x2, y2) is calculated as:

ET =

{
kbEelec + kbε f sd2, d < d0

kbEelec + kbεampd4, d ≥ d0

}
(1)
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and the energy consumed by sensor node s2 to receive the kb-bit packet (ER) is calculated as:

ER = kb Eelec (2)

where Eelec is the electronics energy; εfs and εamp denote the amplifier energy that depends
on the required receiver sensitivity and the receiver noise figure, respectively; and d is the
distance between sensor nodes s1 and s2 and is given as:

d =

√
(x1 − x2)

2 − (y1 − y2)
2 (3)

The notations that are used in this paper are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations used.

Term Definition

S Set of sensor nodes
si Sensor node i
Sj Set of sensor nodes associated with RP j
P Set of potential RPs
C Set of RPs that are used to build the MS path
SRP(i) Number of sensor nodes associated with RP i

HRP(i) Average hop distance between RP i and the sensor
nodes associated with it

(XRPi, YRPi) Location of RPi
Ei Remaining energy of sensor node i

di→RPi
The distance between sensor node i and its
corresponding RP

NBi The 1-hop neighbors of sensor node i
PL Path length
v MS speed

4. Proposed Approach

In this section, we discuss the proposed approach for building a dynamic path for the
mobile sink to collect the data from the sensor nodes in the network. The path is built based
on selecting a set of RPs that will be used as stopping points where the MS will gather the
data from the sensor nodes. First, we introduce the algorithm that determines the initial
locations of the RPs, and we then discuss the algorithm that is used to update the RPs’
locations in each round of data collection.

4.1. Initial Locations of the RPs

The initial locations of the RPs are obtained as given in Algorithm 1. First, as in [12],
a set of P RPs is obtained by clustering the sensor nodes into |P| clusters using k-means
algorithm [21]. These |P| points represent the set of candidate RPs for building the MS path.
Each RP i, (1 ≤ i ≤ |P|) is then assigned a priority value R(i) using Equation (4):

R(i) =
SRP(i)
HRP(i)

(4)

where SRP(i) is the number of sensor nodes associated with RP i and HRP(i) is the average
hop distance between RP i and the sensor nodes associated with it. Equation (4) gives high
priority for the RP, which has more sensor nodes attached to it, and the average distance
of these nodes to that RP is small compared to the other potential RPs. Assume PL is the
length, in meters, of the path that connects all required RPs to collect the data. Assume the
time that the MS needs to receive the data from the sensor nodes when it stops at each RP
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is Tdata, then the total time for collecting the data from all sensor nodes Ttotal in each round
is given as:

Ttotal = c× Tdata +
PL
v

(5)

where c is the number of RPs obtained using Algorithm 1 (c ≤ |P|) and v is the MS
speed. Some WSN applications require that the sensed data should be collected within a
specific delay limit. Therefore, depending on the WSN application (for example, a real-time
application), the path length should not exceed a threshold value (PLthreshold). Based on
that, in Algorithm 1, after determining the candidate set P as RPs using k-means algorithm,
only c RPs of this set will be selected to build the MS path.

Algorithm 1: Finding the initial locations of the RPs

INPUT: S, PLthreshold
OUTPUT: C, path for MS
1: Begin RPs INITIAL LOCATIONS
2: P = k-means(S); // Cluster the S sensor nodes into P clusters using k-means algorithm [21]
3: for i = 1 to P do
4: Calculate the priority value of RP i using Equation (4)
5: End for
6: Sort the set P of RPs based on their priority values in descending order
7: C = { }; /* Set C contains the RPs that will be used to construct the MS path*/
8: RPx = remove RP from P
9: C = C ∪ {RPx}
10: c = 1
11: While True do
12: RPy = remove RP from P
13: C = C ∪ {RPy}
14 c = c + 1
15: PL = TSP(C);/* Call traveling sales person algorithm to obtain the path between the RPs in C */
16: If PL ≥ PLthreshold then break
17: End While

18:
If (size(P) > 0) then /* if some RPs in P are not used to construct the path */
Redistribute the nodes attached to the RPs in P to the RPs in C

19:
until the path length is equal or larger than the specified
threshold.

20: End if
21: End

Once the initial RPs are selected and the initial path for data collection is constructed,
the MS determines for each sensor a corresponding RP where each sensor node will be
assigned to the closest RP. The MS then broadcasts a rendezvous information packet (RIP)
to the whole network to inform each node about its RP. Therefore, when each sensor
node receives the RIP packet, it obtains its destination RP. Once all sensor nodes know
the destination RPs, the MS starts to accomplish data gathering by going through all RPs.
When the MS becomes close to each destination RP, it sends a polling message with the ID
of the corresponding RP. In this case, the corresponding sensor nodes prepare and transmit
their data to the MS when it reaches the corresponding RP. If a node is within the MS
communication range, it sends its data directly. Otherwise, it forwards the data to the
nearest node of the corresponding RP. This procedure is repeated until all RPs are visited.

If the RPs are kept fixed during the entire operation of the network, it could pose
energy holes around the fixed RPs location and, thus, the MS will no longer be able to
receive data from sensor nodes with two or more hops around the RPs. Therefore, in this
paper, a dynamic approach for updating the RPs locations every predefined number of
rounds is proposed. For this purpose, we assume the MS keeps track of the following
parameters during each round:

1. The current locations of the RPs.
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2. The ID of the corresponding RP for each sensor.
3. The distance between each sensor and the corresponding RP.
4. The energy level of each sensor.
5. The number of surrounding sensor nodes for each sensor node.

Based on this information, the locations of the RPs are appropriately updated to extend
the network lifetime and reduce the overall energy consumption as well. To perform the
dynamic data collection for each new updated RPs’ selection, the MS updates the ID of the
corresponding RP of each sensor and broadcasts new RIP packets to inform the sensors
with the new ID of the destination RP.

4.2. Updating the RPs Locations

In the proposed approach, the locations of the RPs are updated dynamically using
a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) [22]. An example of using fuzzy logic to control the MS
movement toward cluster heads for improving the LEACH protocol [23] was proposed
in [24]. In this paper, the proposed algorithm is called Fuzzy_RPs. In each round, the
location of each RP is updated based on three factors:

1. The energy of each sensor around the RP. The energy level of each sensor influences
how much the RP should be moved close to the sensor node. To balance the energy
consumption and extend the network lifetime, the sensor with a low energy level has
more impact to change the RP location and bring the RP close to it.

2. The distance between the sensor node and the corresponding RP. As the distance of
transmission influences the amount of energy consumption, the location of RP should
be updated to balance the distance between all sensor nodes and their corresponding
RP. This factor has a significant impact to mitigate the overall energy consumption
during the network lifetime.

3. The number of sensor nodes around each node. The sensor node within the dense
region has more impact compared to the sensor node within the sparse region to
influence the change of the RP location. The idea behind this factor is to attract the
MS towards the dense region in order to be close to as many nodes as possible and
therefore reduce the energy that will be used for transmission by the sensor nodes.
This factor breaks the tie when two or more nodes have the same distance to their
corresponding RP. For example, when two sensors have the same energy level and
the same distance from the current corresponding RP, the sensor node with a high
number of surrounding sensor nodes will attract the MS to update the location of the
current corresponding RP towards it more closely compared with the sensor node in
the sparse region.

The proposed FIS has three Inputs, which represent the three factors discussed above.
For each sensor node i, the inputs of the FIS will be:

1. Ei: the remaining energy of sensor node i.
2. di→RPi: the distance between sensor node i and its corresponding RP.
3. NBi: the 1-hop neighbors of sensor node i.

The output of the FIS determines a weight value wj between 0 and 1. The weight value
increases if the distance is high or the energy of the node is low. The output weight value
influences the change of the RP location. The sensor node with a higher weight value has
more impact to change the location of the RP toward its location. Figure 2 shows the block
diagram of the proposed Fuzzy_RPs. It consists of the basic four stages of FIS: fuzzification,
evaluation of the fuzzy rules, aggregation, and deffuzzyfication of the output fuzzy sets
where the Mamdani model is used for this purpose.
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The membership functions of the inputs and output are shown in Figure 3. The fuzzy
rules are presented in Table 2, where AND operator is used to combine the three inputs.
The shape of the membership functions of the fuzzy sets for the inputs and the output as
well as the fuzzy rules are considered after running a set of simulations. In each run, the
range of each fuzzy set and the fuzzy rules were evaluated, and the system was tuned until
we got the membership functions shown in Figure 3 and the fuzzy rules given in Table 2.
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Table 2. FIS Rules.

Rule
Number

Inputs
Output

wDistance Energy Number of
Neighbors

1 Near Low Low Average
2 Near Low Average Large
3 Near Low High Very Large
4 Middle Low Low Average
5 Middle Low Average Large
6 Middle Low High Very Large
7 Far Low Low Large
8 Far Low Average Very Large
9 Far Low High Very Large
10 Near Average Low Small
11 Near Average Average Average
12 Near Average High Large
13 Middle Average Low Small
14 Middle Average Average Average
15 Middle Average High Very Large
16 Far Average Low Average
17 Far Average Average Large
18 Far Average High Large
19 Near High Low Very Small
20 Near High Average Small
21 Near High High Average
22 Middle High Low Very Small
23 Middle High Average Average
24 Middle High High Small
25 Far High Low Average
26 Far High Average Large
27 Far High High Large

Assume the current position of RP i is (XRPi, YRPi), and the current position of sensor
node j that is associated with RP i is (Xj, Yj). Sensor node j will then attract RP i to its
location and calculate its new position (XRPi→j, YRPi→j) after calculating its weight value wj
using the FIS as follows:

XRPi→j = wj × (Xj − XRPi) + Xj (6)

YRPi→j = wj × (Yj −YRPi) + Yj (7)

The actual new updated position of RP i is based on all sensor nodes that are associated
with RP i, and it is calculated as:

XNew
Rpi =

|Sj |
∑

j=1
XRPi→j∣∣Sj
∣∣ (8)

YNew
Rpi =

|Sj |
∑

j=1
XRPi→j∣∣Sj
∣∣ (9)

where |Sj| represents the total number of sensor nodes associated with RP i. After the
locations of the RPs are updated, the MS constructs the adaptive path that passes through
the new RPs set using Traveling Sales Man Problem Algorithm. Based on the new set of
RPs, the mobile sink updates the corresponding RP of each sensor based on the nearest
distance between each sensor with the new corresponding RP. When the mobile sink is
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about to reach an RP, it broadcasts a new polling message to the corresponding sensors
with the ID of the new respective RP. Therefore, the sensors based on the polling message
prepare the data and transmit it to the MS when it stops at the RP. Once the MS finishes
the collection of the data from all corresponding sensor nodes, it moves to the next RP and
repeats the process until it passes the whole set of RPs. Algorithm 2 presents the steps for
updating the RPs’ locations using FIS.

Algorithm 2: Fuzzy-based Adaptive Path Selection

INPUT: S, C, U
/* U is the period value to update the path */
/* C is the set of RPs that are used to build the MS path */
/* S is the set of sensor nodes */
OUTPUT: updated path for MS
1: Begin FUZZY_RPs
2: Round = 1; /* current round of collection data */
3: while there is still active nodes AND (mod(Round, U) = 1) OR Round = 1) do
4: for j = 1 to sizeof(S) do
5: Determine the Nearest Corresponding RP of sensor sj
6: Discover number of the One-Hop nodes of sensor sj
7: End for
8: for i = 1 to sizeof(C) do
9: RPi = Ci
10: for each sensor sj associated with RPi do
11: wj =FIS [energy(sj), dist(sj to RPi), Num of one Hop nodes (sj)
12: Calculate XRPi→j using Equation (6)
13: Calculate YRPi→j using Equation (7)
14: End for
15: New X of RPi = Calculate New XRPi using Equation. (8)
16: New Y of RPi Calculate New YRPi using Equation (9)
17: End for
18: Round = Round + 1
19: End while
20: Use TSP algorithm [25] to construct the path that passes through the RPs in C
21: End

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the proposed approach is evaluated and compared
with the DBRkM approach [12]. The parameters that were used in the simulation experi-
ments are shown in Table 3. Each experiment with the same configuration was repeated
for 10 runs where in each run the same number of sensor nodes is deployed randomly in
the network. The average value is then considered for the experiment. The performance
metrics that were used in the simulation are: the number of active sensor nodes, total
energy consumption, the standard deviation of the remaining energy, and the path length
during the network lifetime.

Figures 4 and 5 show the area of the sensing field and the network conditions using
the DBRkM approach and the proposed FUZZY_RPs approach, respectively. As shown in
Figure 4, the sensor nodes that are associated with RPs 3 and 4 suffer from high hop count
and large distance. On the contrary, Figure 5 shows that the locations of RP 3 and 4 are
updated at round 175 to balance the distance between the sensor nodes towards the RPs
and to reduce the average hop count. These two figures are presented to show that the RPs
are built and changed dynamically in the FUZZY_RPs approach (Figure 5) while the RPs’
locations are fixed in the DBRkM approach.
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Table 3. Parameters used in the simulation.

Parameter Value

Target Area 220 × 220 m2

Number of sensor nodes 150–300
Initial Energy of sensor nodes 2 Joule
Communication Range (Rc) 40 m
Packet Size (Kb) 4000 bits
Speed of mobile sink (v) 2 m/s
Eelect 50 nJ/bit
Mp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4
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5.1. Network Lifetime

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed approach with the
DBRkM approach in terms of network lifetime. Three metrics are used for this purpose: the
number of alive nodes, total remaining energy, and standard deviation of the remaining
energy. Figure 6 shows the number of active nodes per round in both algorithms. The
figure shows a significant improvement of the proposed Fuzzy_RPs approach compared to
the DBRkM approach. This improvement is achieved by updating the locations of the RPs
based on the energy of the nodes and therefore avoiding the energy holes around the RP.
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Figure 7 shows the overall amount of energy consumed throughout the first 3000 rounds.
As can be seen in the figure, the proposed approach consumes less energy than the DBRkM
approach. This improvement is achieved by keeping the RPs’ points updated with the fewest
hops and the shortest transmission distance possible. Figure 8 shows the standard deviation
of the total remaining energy for live nodes per round for the proposed approach and the
DBRkM approach. As shown in Figure 8 the standard derivation in the case of DBRkM
approach increases compared to the Fuzzy_RPs approach. This increase comes from the fact
that the RPs in DBRkM approach are fixed and therefore the nodes that are far away from
these RPs will drain their energy fast compared to the nodes close to the RPs. On the contrary,
the Fuzzy_RPs approach always achieves a balance in energy consumption by changing the
RPs’ locations in each round.

Figure 9 shows the network lifetime when the number of sensor nodes is changed from
150 through to 300. The network lifetime in this figure represents the number of rounds
until the first node in the network dies. As shown in the figure, the proposed Fuzzy_RPs
approach always outperforms the DBRkM approach. Table 4 shows the percentage of
improvement that has been achieved by using the Fuzzy_RPs approach compared to
DBEkM approach.
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Table 4. Network lifetime improvement with different number of sensor nodes.

Number of Sensor
Nodes

Number of Rounds until First Node Dies
Improvement (%)Fuzzzy_RPs

Approach
DBRkM

Approach

150 1172 655 78.93
200 1044 704 48.30
250 1037 575 80.35
300 928 505 83.76

5.2. Path Length during the Network Life Time

We assume that the MS energy is much more than the sensor node energy. The cost of
energy dissipated as a result of the MS movement is represented by the length of the path
that the MS will use to collect the data. Figure 10 shows the path length in meters in the
DBRkM and FUZZY_RPs approaches. In this experiment, the number of sensor nodes was
150. As shown in the figure, the path length in the DBRkM approach is constant while the
path construction is dynamic during the network lifetime in the FUZZY_RPs approach. As
shown in the figure, the path length exceeds the DBRkM approach only in the last stage
of the network, almost when the remaining energy in the network is low and most of the
nodes are dead. As shown in Table 4, for the case when the number of sensor nodes is 150,
the first dead node in the FUZZY_RPs approach occurs in round 1172 and for the DBRkM
approach in round 655. However, during the lifetime of the network, the path length in the
FUZZY_RPs approach is less than the path length in the DBRkM approach, especially in
the first 2700 rounds.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive path construction for the mobile sink using FIS
called FUZZY_RPs. After determining the required set of RPs using the k-means algorithm
in the first round, the locations of these RPs are then adapted dynamically in the subsequent
rounds using the FIS, which calculates the new location of each RP based on a weight value
generated by each sensor node in the network. This weight value generated by a certain
node determines how long the current location of the corresponding RP should be moved
towards that node. The fuzzy-based calculation of the weight value for each sensor node
depends on three factors: the remaining energy of the sensor node, the distance between
the sensor node and its corresponding RP, and the 1-hop neighbors of the sensor node.
Simulation results showed that the proposed approach outperforms the DBLkM approach,
which uses fixed RPs over the whole network lifetime. For example, in terms of the network
lifetime, the proposed FUZZY_RPs approach achieved an 83.76% improvement when the
number of sensor nodes is 300. Future work can look into the adaptive path design for the
MS by updating the locations of the RPs in environments with obstacles.
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